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Educational Psychology (UNIT-IV, V and VI)    
 

1.  Which of the sequence is the one suggested by Maslow? 

 (A) Physiological --- Belongingness --- Safety --- Self esteem --- Self actualisation 

 (B) Physiological --- Safety --- Belongingness --- Self esteem --- Self actualisation 

 (C) Physiological --- Safety --- Self esteem --- Belongingness --- Self actualisation 

 (D) Physiological --- Belongingness --- Self esteem --- Safety --- Self actualization 

2. The Thematic Apperception Test was devised by: 

 (A) A.H.Maslow       (B) C.R.Rogers  (C) H.Rorschach    (D) H.A.Murray 

3. The theory mentioning 120 factors of intelligence was propounded by: 

 (A) Guilford  (B) Cattell  (C) Spearman  (D) Thurston 

4.  In which type of thinking related to intelligence? 

 (A) Vertical thinking    (B) Brain Storming 

 (C) Divergent thinking    (D) Convergent thinking 
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5. Which among the following are the products in Guilford’s structure of intellect model ? 

  (1) Systems   (2) Transformation         (3) Reasoning   (4) Interpretation 

 (A) (1) and (2) only     (B) (1), (2) and (3) only 

(C) (1), (2) and (4) only     (D) (1), (2), (3) and (4) 

6.  In Which psychologist “Psychology as a study of human behaviour and explanation of experiences”? 

 (A) L.F.Boring      (B) McDougall  (C) Skinner  (D) Baron 

7.  The word „experiment‟ comes from a -------------word. 

 (A) German  (B) Latin  (C) Greek  (D) French 

'Experiment' 

8.  Behaviourists also reject ------------------- theory of instincts. 

 (A) McDougall     (B) Freud  (C) Adler  (D) Jung 

9.  Bloom‟s Taxonomy is a classification system developed in ----------- 

 (A) 1948  (B) 1956  (C) 1946  (D) 1958 

10.  Sociometry technique was devised by ---------------and adapted by -------------- for study of students in class-

room situation. 

 (A) McDougall & Moreno   (B) Jenning & Moreno 

 (C) Moreno & McDougall   (D) Moreno & Jenning 

11.  “Attention and interest are both sides of a coin. Autocratic leader of attention is interest” defined by  

 (A) Ross  (B) McDougall      (C) Skinner     (D) Pavlov 

12.  Hebb’s  theory considers attention as the activity of the ---------------- 

 (A) Cerebellum  (B) Brain  (C) Medulla  (D) cerebral cortex 
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13.  Meta Cognition is a term coined by ----------- 

 (A) John Bleval       (B) John Dewey        (C) Russell  (D) Erickson 

 (Meta cognition) 

 

14.  Chomsky argues that human brains have a ---------------------- 

 (A) Language Acquisition Device  (B) zone of proximal development 

 (C) Cephalo Caudal Sequence   (D) Proximo Distal sequence 

(A) Language Acquisition Device  (B) zone of proximal development 

 (C) Cephalo Caudal Sequence   (D) Proximo Distal sequence 

15.  Hero worship is the major problem for--------------- students. 

 (A) Infancy  (B) Childhood  (C) Adolescence    (D) Adulthood 

16.  Formation of this test by Strong at ----------------University on 1927 and Modified on 1951. 

 (A) Stanford  (B) Harward  (C) Yale  (D) Oxford 

17.  John Dewey advocated the ------------------of teaching in schools. 

 (A) Laboratory method    (B) Project Method   

(C) Problem solving method   (D) Lecture method 

18.  -----------------“Individual differences are the variations from one person to  another   on   variables  such   as 

self-esteem,   rate of cognitive development or degree of agreeableness.” 

 (A)Prof. Payne      (B) S.K.Mangal  (C) Prof. S.K.Bose          (D) Adler
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19.  Which is wrong? 

(a) Natural Stimulus (Unconditioned Stimulus)   --  Food 

 (b) Natural Response (Unconditioned Response)   --  Salivation 

 (c) Neutral Stimulus (Conditioned Stimulus)    --  Bell sound 

 (d) Neutral Response (Conditioned Response)   -- Salivation 

 (A) (a) only     (B) (a) and (c)   

(C) (a), (b), (c) and (d)    (D) None of the above 

20.  “You can lead the horse to the water; but you cannot make him to drink”. This proverb is related to 

 (A) Law of Effect    (B) Law of exercise      (C) Law of Frequency    (D) Law of readiness 

21.  Hull introduced the concept of--------------, between stimulus and response. 

 (A) Independent variables   (B) Depending variables   

(C) Intervening variables   (D) None of the above 

22.  --------------- theories went against those of Pavlov’s classical conditioning , Skinner’s operant conditioning 

and Watson’s Learning theory. 

 (A) Tolman    (B) Smith  (C) Kurt Lewin  (D) Guthrie 

 

23.  In-------------, the American educational psychologist Robert M. Gagné proposed a system of classifying 

different types of learning in terms of the degree of complexity of the mental processes involved. 

 (A) 1956  (B) 1966  (C) 1976  (D) 1986 
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24.  Experimental evidences show that only ------------- separate items can be held in short term memory at one 

time. 

 (A) 5   (B) 9   (C) 7   (D) 5 to 9 

25.  Who was defined “Forgetting is the loss permanent or temporary of the ability to recall or recognize    

something learnt earlier”? 

 (A) Bhatia  (B) Munn  (C) Drever  (D) Atkinson 

26.  “Here new learning works backward & interferes with old learning.”------------------ 

 (A) Ausubel  (B) Underwood  (C) Muller  (D) Bitman 

27.  In------------, Hermann Ebbinghaus extrapolated the hypothesis of the exponential nature of forgetting. 

 (A) 1881  (B) 1883  (C) 1885  (D) 1887 

28.  ---------------- is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by impaired social interaction, verbal and non-

verbal communication, and restricted and repetitive behavior. 

 (A) Dyslexia        (B) Disgraphiya  (C) Disphasiya     (D) Autism 

29.  Drive Reduction Theory, developed by -------------- in 1943, was the first theory for motivation. 

 (A) Clark Hull  (B) William McDougall  (C) Havighurst     (D) Freud 

30. --------- needs identified by Murray and his colleagues. 

 (A) 18   (B) 24   (C) 5   (D) 7 

31.  McClelland‟s book ---------------- 

 (A) Developmental psychology   (B) Motivation and Personality 

 (C) Achieving society    (D)The process of education 
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32.  Who was defined “Ability to start and sustain, inspite of emotional interferences, activities that are 

difficult, novel and useful in an economical manner”? 

 (A) Binet  (B) Stoddard  (C) Wechsler  (D) Samdiford 

33.  The nature of intelligence was first though of by a brilliant English Scientist ------------- 

 (A) Vernon  B) Titchner  (C) Galton  (D) Cyrilburt 

34.  The establishment of the first psychological laboratory in --------- by Wilhelm Wundt. 

 (A) 1879  (B) 1889  (C) 1899  (D) 1909 

35.  In a child  M.A = 14 and I.Q = 87.5, then C.A ? 

 (A) 16   (B) 15   (C) 14   (D) 13 

36.  -----------------identified the five 'domains' of EQ. 

 (A) John Meyer  (B) Goleman  (C) Peter Salovey (D) S.Hein 

37.  J.P.Guilford was first used the term -------------- 

 (A) Interest  (B) Attitude  (C) Creativity  (D) Aptitude 

38.   The model of the creative process has been placed on to Ned Herrmann's Four Quadrant model of the human --

------------ 

 (A) Brain  (B) Kidney  (C) Eye   (D) Leg 

39.  ------------------ have identified three types of personality based on the following three leadership styles. 

 (A) Ausubel & Underwood   (B) Muller & Bilsucker 

 (C) Lippit & White    (D) Crow & Crow 

40.  Number of statements in MMPI --------------- 

 (A) 350   (B) 450   (C) 550   (D) 650 
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41.  Leopold Bellak developed the children’s apperception test between ---------years old. 

 (A) 0 to 2  (B) 3 to 10  (C) 11 to 19  (D) 20 to 40 

42.  A pragmatic view of Rorschach inkblot technique by ----------------- 

 (A) L.N Dubey  (B) B.L Dubey  (C) Archana Dubey (D) B.B Chatterjee 

43.  “A student might have won high ranks in both the Engineering and Medical Entrance Examinations” – 

this example in which type of conflict? 

 (A) Approach – Approach Conflict  (B) Avoidance – Avoidance Conflict 

 (C) Approach – Avoidance conflict  (D) None of these 

44.  “Frustration means emotional tension resulting from the blocking of a desire or need” defined by -------- 

 (A) L.F.Shaffer  (B) Shoben  (C) Good  (D) Shiffrin 

45.  ----------------- has suggested for observing the children for their giftedness. 

 (A) Paul Witty  (B) James M.Dulap          (C) Samuel A.Kirk    (D) Cyril Burt 

  

46.  If the child is totally blind, he should be sent to the special school for the blind where he would learn through -

-------------system. 

 (A) Decibel  (B) Brailee  (C) Audiogram  (D) Audiometer 

47.  Directive counseling is one in which the counseller plays the major role and hence it is known as ---------------- 

 (A) counseller centered method   (B) Client  centered method   

 (C) A and B     (D) None of these 
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48.  The present system of education is _________. 

(A) Child centered        (B) Subject centered       (C) Teacher centered (D) All of these 

49.  Rorschach’s ink blot test is the most popular test for________. 

(A) Intelligence  (B) Aspiration  (C) Motivation  (D) Personality 

50.  Genetics is the study of_______. 

(A) Seed germination in plants                                  (B) Reproduction of mammals 

(C) Transmission of characteristics from parents to offspring        (D) Skin diseases 

Hard Work Never Fails 
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